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Editorial 
by Sandra King-Savić

 
Introduction

Tim Judah first coined the term Yugosphere in The Economist in 2009.1 He 
further refined the evolving concept within the frame of European Union (EU) 
integration processes in an LSE Research Paper.2 Since the publication of the 
article in The Economist, and the longer LSE Discussion Paper, authors variously 
conceptualized the Yugosphere in the digital realm,3 cultural manifestations in 
music and film,4 from the perspective of intergenerational perceptions thereof,5 as 
well as collective memory aspects and Yugo-Nostalgia,6 to name but a few examples. 
One might presume that Judah appreciates the wide use of the concept, seeing 
that his aim was not “to present the idea as a fait accompli but rather to initiate 
discussion and provoke debate”.7 The authors in this Euxeinos issue contribute to 
the ongoing discussion with a focus on migration and mobility from, to, and within 
the Yugosphere.
 
Conceptual Aspects of the Yugosphere

Judah introduces his readers to the evolving concept by way of recounting 
an anecdote taking place at the 15th Non-Alignment Movement (NAM) in Sharm 
el-Sheik, Egypt. Boris Tadić, then president of Serbia, referred to the NAM glory-
days and specifically the 1961 summit held in Belgrade. What struck Judah as 
interesting, however, was not the seemingly off-the-cuff remark. Judah was rather 
struck about how Tadić and Stipe Mesić, then president of Croatia, referred to the 
former Yugoslav space as “our countries”.8 Indeed, people and governing bodies 
within the Yugosphere have, according to Judah, much in common.

One of the most intriguing aspects of the Yugosphere concept might be its at 
once physical and mental mapping propensities. Here, Judah states that young 
people who have not grown up to experience SFRY, perceive the region as theirs, 
nevertheless. Going to a former member state, in other words, does not mean that 
one is going abroad. Going to Romania, Bulgaria, or Greece, in contrast, constitutes 
traveling abroad.9 Individuals from the former SFRY, moreover, do not require a 
visa to visit neighboring states.

With the exception of the Albanian speaking population in the former Yugoslav 
space, a great majority of individuals speak Bosnian/Croatian/Montenegrin/
Serbian (BCMS), a pluricentric language with four variants.10 Nearly everyone in 
the former SFRY is therefore able to speak and/or understand BCMS. A common 
language, by extension, allows for a common media landscape. Publishers, 
bookfairs, and the media cater not only to individuals within the former SFRY 
space, but also to the diaspora in the Yugosphere.11
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Ties are also being re-built in the geopolitical realm. Former SFRY states 
cooperate in the Regional Cooperation Council regarding EU integration, by 
extension the United Nations (UN), and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO).12 Cooperation within the international realm further includes 
collaboration within the Migration, Asylum, Refugees Regional Initiative (MARRI) 
of which Serbia, Macedonia, Croatia, Bosnia-Hercegovina, Macedonia, Montenegro, 
and Albania are members.13

The MARRI Initiative has gained much in significance since the Balkan Route 
serves as a space of transit, as well as (temporary) settlement for asylum seekers 
since 2015. Since the so-called ‘migration crisis’, experiences of war, expulsion 
and flight have thus coalesced in the Yugosphere.14  Dragana Kovačević Bielicki 
examines the at times ambivalent encounters between the local population and 
individuals in search of safety as portrayed by the media in this issue.

The Yugosphere: Too Broad an Analytic Tool?
One might criticize the framework as too broad and malleable, seeing that 

researchers apply the concept of the Yogosphere to understand ties by way 
of economic and geopolitical networks, art performances, music, media, and 
connections in the virtual sphere. One might further disapprove of the Yugosphere 
as a framework that caters to Yugonostalgia, and one that heralds the coming 
of a third Yugoslavia without consideration for the lack of proper lustration 
mechanisms following the Wars of Yugoslav Succession. Also, the Yugosphere 
might contradict the logic of national sovereignty. Yet, following Judah’s argument, 
this is not the case. He illustrates his argument by way of recounting the experience 
among Albanian labor migrants in SFRY: “[A]ll Albanians live within the general 
European sphere and all Albanians live within an Albanian sphere but only some 
Albanians, i.e., those that once lived within the former Yugoslavia can also be said 
to co-exist within the Yugosphere”.15 Rory Archer illustrates this Venn Diagram 
in which Albanian labor migrants experience, and shape the Yugosphere in this 
issue. His essay serves as an important reminder that labor migrants did not only 
emigrate to Western and Central Europe for work. Instead, the former SFRY itself 
served as a space of immi- and trans-migration.

While migration patterns within the former Yugoslav space continue to shape 
the mental and physical maps and thus the Yugosphere regionally, so too does 
emigration from the region. There are, one might argue, three dominant phases 
of emigration from the former Yugoslav space. Labor recruitment by firms located 
in Central and Western Europe, and thus outmigration from the former Yugoslav 
space long dominated emigration patterns from Yugoslavia until the oil shock in 
the 1970s. In a second phase, individuals fled to Central and Western Europe in 
search of safety from the Wars of Yugoslav Succession. At present, a third phase of 
outmigration dominates migration patterns from the former Yugoslav space. Labor 
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migration, as was the case in the first phase, seems to dominate this third period. It 
is crucial, however, to point toward the fact that individuals do not simply choose to 
emigrate. Emigration is, in other words, not based on a seemingly voluntary basis. 
Instead, one ought to conceptualize this outmigration as coerced migration.16

During the first phase of emigration, following the recruitment stop in the 
1970s, individuals traveled to Central and Western Europe within the family-
reunification scheme. Labor migration was yet considered temporary, however. 
Karolina Novinšćak Kölker examines the question of temporary recruitment, 
visa renewals, and the quasi permanence of labor migrants without the ability to 
shape their place of residence, in this case Munich, politically. She examines how 
permanent residence and political participation were only made possible after the 
dissolution of SFRY in this issue.

Being eligible for residence permits, let alone permanent residence and political 
participation was, analogous to the German case, equally difficult to come by for 
labor migrants in Switzerland. Because labor migrants were considered temporary, 
integration seemed beside the point all the way up into the 1990s. Since then, the 
degree to which state bureaucracies consider foreigners as integrated is measured 
to deduce whether or not migrants deserve citizenship, or not. Sandra King-
Savic examines the practices and experiences of and with integration from the 
perspective of those who experienced migration so as to rethink the discursive 
and sociopolitical construction of migrants in this issue.

Labor migrants in German-speaking states were, as Mišo Kapetanović elucidates 
in this issue, stereotyped as a nationalistically inclined community. While Belgrade 
was inclined to control labor migrants abroad, Yugoslav successor states re-
defined the diaspora as an ethnically defined group. He asks if post-Yugoslav labor 
migrants can be understood through the ethno-political lens, or whether informal 
networks, established throughout the three successive chapters of emigration 
from SFRY, remain relevant in the present Yugosphere.

Our current issue was developed in cooperation with the G2W magazine, and 
previously appeared in German.17

Editorial
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The Western Balkan Migration Route and the 
Online Media Coverage of the Citizens’ Protests
by Dragana Kovačević Bielicki

This paper is focused on the online media coverage of the organized anti–
migrant protests in three transit countries along the Western Balkan migration 
route: Serbia, Croatia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina (hereafter BH), in the period 
between the beginning of 2015 and end of 2019. The aim of this small–scale 
research was to first map and consequently explain the online media coverage 
of the perceivably anti–migrant protests in the selected area, starting from the 
beginning of the so–called migrant crisis. The research shows a predominantly 
negative, alarmist portrayal of the migrants characterized by both overt and 
covert racist and Orientalizing modes of presentation.

Key words: migration, Western Balkan Route, online media, protests, alarmist 
discourse, racism
 
Introduction: Western Balkan Migration Route 

Armed conflicts in Syria and several other countries in the Middle East, Africa, 
and South Asia have led to the largest forced movements of people since the end of 
the Second World War. In 2015 and 2016, an unprecedented number of refugees 
and asylum seekers arrived in Europe. This has resulted in an abundance of pro– 
and anti–migration discourses and practices in all spheres of private and public life 
in countries along the migration routes. Faced with these challenges, the European 
countries are considered to have closed the major routes to Europe in the winter of 
2016, and the number of arrivals was reduced. Yet, according to the International 
Organization for Migration (IOM), almost 124 000 people arrived in the year 2019, 
for example.1 The status of many migrants in Europe remains precarious. People 
have been stuck in the transit countries living in awful conditions, while many have 
tried to move on further North and West and risked their health and lives in the 
process. 

The transit countries along the Western Balkan route, a prominent part of 
what Frontex, the European Border and Coast Guard Agency, labels as the Eastern 
Mediterranean route have also experienced new developments in 2018 and 
2019.2 As of this period, the situation has been particularly alarming in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina (BH) and along its border with Croatia, the border of the 
European Union. Media and the civil society organizations regularly report about 
the inhumane conditions that the migrants live in and the brutal treatment they 
receive from the border police. 

The continuous presence of migrants has resulted in a range of reactions among 
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the local population, anywhere from rising anti–migration sentiments to active 
support and care for the migrants’ plight. This article focuses on how some of the 
media available online in the region cover the citizens’ protests organized along 
the Western Balkan migration route in the period between 2015 and present. 
The countries in focus are the three largest transit countries along the Western 
Balkan migration route: Serbia, Croatia, and BH. The protests are examined 
through their coverage in the local, national and regional online press of these 
three countries, available in the Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian language (BCS). The 
article presents the preliminary results of my own ongoing research on this topic, 
which seeks to explain what actors, experiences and discourses fuel the negative 
reactions to migrants and migration. Protests are one of the most visible practices 
used to express rejection of a social phenomenon and also a practice that tends to 
attract media attention. By means of media reports, these practices of rejection 
and discourses surrounding them are further reproduced. Thus, they can strongly 
resonate in the society and affect general attitudes.

Research parameters
Serbia and Croatia are two of the Western Balkan countries that have been 

prominently featured as transit countries along the Balkan route since in 2015. 
Migrants would reach Serbia and attempt to move on to Hungary as the next stop. 
After Hungary notoriously approved a construction of a barrier along its border 
with Serbia (June 2015), the dominant migrant route had to be redirected toward 
borders with Croatia and further on. At this point in time, it was important to 
include BH in the case study as a currently highly relevant transit country. In the 
first years of the crisis” BH was not widely seen as one of the desirable stops along 
the route for most migrants. However, since 2018, due to the constant redirection 
of migrants arriving in the Balkans, BH experienced an unprecedented scale of 
migrant movement through its territory. This resulted in recent widespread media 
coverage of the migrants’ movement and treatment.

The main questions I posed in my research were the following: How have the 
organized protests been framed through different discursive modes employed 
in the coverage? What dominant discourses emerge, which ideologies are in 
the background? In this context, discourse is understood as a cluster of socially 
constituted and constitutive practices in their sociohistorical contexts.3

As a first step, I mapped the media coverage of the anti–migrant protests in the 
three included countries by searching for results online with the Google search 
engine using the relevant search parameters in the Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian 
language (combination of words migranti protesti and migranti prosvjedi).  As the 
hits predominantly showed the reports on most recent protests against migrants 
in different Bosnian towns, mainly Bihać, I conducted an additional search with the 
words Srbija and Hrvatska (Serbia and Croatia) added to the original combination 
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of words. In this way the coverage of some of the protests organized in these two 
countries was revealed as well. I limited the research to the first twenty pages 
of Google search hits, after first making sure to go through enough sites to get to 
the point where articles relevant to my criteria selection disappeared. I ran the 
final search with the words migranti prosvjedi (plus Srbija or Hrvatska) on 25 
November 2019. On 05 December 2019 I ran the final search with the words 
migranti  prosvjedi (+ Srbija or Hrvatska). The research needs to be focused, yet 
admittedly, when limited in this way it captures at best a specific moment in time. 
The media and internet are constantly changing and adding content. I ended up 
with the corpus of 43 relevant articles in total, published in different media, for 
example pro–government national media such as Croatian Radio TV and Politika 
(Serbia), reputable independent sources such as Oslobođenje and Al Jazeera 
Balkans, sensationalist tabloid newspapers, extreme right–wing outlets and other 
sources. Out of the 43 articles, only two covered protests organized in Serbia, five 
articles covered the protests that took place in Croatia and the remaining majority 
of 36 articles covered the protests organized in BH. This is not at all surprising 
considering the point in time when the search was conducted. Those 36 articles on 
protests in BH were not only published by the media based in BH, but also by the 
Serbian, Croatian and regional media. 

Using the selected material, I further intend to analyze multimodal discourse, 
including both the text itself and the visual representations that the media in 
question chose to accompany the text (pictures and videos), in their interaction 
with each other and their sociocultural context. The research intentions are in 
line with multimodal critical discourse analysis (MCDA), whose main focus is how 
these means of representation legitimize or conceal power, reveal or subvert social 
boundaries: “...within a given socio–cultural domain, the same meanings can often 
be expressed in different semiotic modes”.4

Serbia: False News and Denial
In the case of Serbia, the only two articles that entered the final selection 

based on the established research criteria covered the same protest and directly 
contradicted one another. According to both sources, the protest was caused by 
an incident where the migrants allegedly assaulted and attempted to rape a local 
12–year–old girl near the town of Sombor. The first article, published by a tabloid 
newspaper Alo on 1 July 2017 was directly and alarmingly entitled “Migrants 
attempted to rape a girl (12)?!”5. Despite the question mark included in the title, in 
the remainder of the text there was zero indication that the incident that provoked 
the protests might not have happened. It is in fact claimed as a fact. The introduction 
of the text reads “Furious townspeople blocked the road after the migrants attacked 
a 12–year–old girl and groped her”. A regional cable news channel N1, available 
throughout former Yugoslavia, published an authored article on the same topic 
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four days later, entitled “Protests because of migrants and an event that did not 
happen”6. There are no references to the Alo article, but the article reports that 
it has been established by the Sombor police that the incident did not take place 
and the migrants did not attack a girl, who is reported to be thirteen in this source. 
The author points out that the local people continue to protest and the media 
continue to report despite this denial.  While both articles illustrate the issue at 
hand with a photo (Alo) or video (N1) capturing the same gathered citizens, N1 
article includes in the text other perspectives and opinions than solely those of the 
protesters. For example, it quotes what an Afghani refugee identified by his first 
name said about the fear that migrants feel after having been attacked verbally 
and physically by the locals. Another included quote comes from an official of the 
Commissariat for Refugees and Migration of the Republic of Serbia and explicitly 
calls out the sensationalist approach of the media as partially responsible for much 
misinformation being spread.   
 
Bosnia–Herzegovina: Who Are the Protests Against?

 The preliminary analysis of the 36 articles covering the protests held in different 
locations in BH shows that the style of reporting can be placed into two rough 
categories at first: a) Protests are framed directly as anti–migrant in nature, and b) 
protests are framed as directed against national or international institutions and 
other official actors who do not help enough. In only a few isolated cases are the 
two identified categories overlapping and the protests are simultaneously framed 
as directed against migrants and the institutions.

Figure 1. Photo by Oslobođenje©. Citizens protesting in Bihać.

Dragana Kovačević Bielicki
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The framing of the protests as directed against the migrants themselves clearly 
dominates the online coverage. In this, the dominant style of reporting is alarmist, 
evoking tropes of fear, danger and violence to a different degree and in a different 
manner.  It is clearly suggested that the local people are afraid of migrants because 
they are seen as dangerous, aggressive, and destroy their property, threaten people, 
and present health hazards et cetera. A minority of articles among those that frame 
protests as anti–migrant does not explicitly engage in discourses that suggest the 
migrants are a threat, but they still present the local people as being opposed to 
their presence. Among the majority of articles that do evoke alarmist language, 
many are written as a whole in a style that echoes and confirms protesters’ beliefs 
that the migrants are a danger, threat, and invaders. The rest report on the alarmist 
discourse that the participants of the protests engage in, by quoting them or giving 
space for expressing such beliefs in another way, while the rest of the article 
remains written in a more neutral and factual journalist fashion. Nevertheless, 
even in these more balanced articles, often the titles themselves, the first thing 
that catches the eye of the reader, are written in an alarmist manner, suggesting 
migrants are a threat and danger.  

In the smaller category of articles that clearly and explicitly frame the protests 
as not directed against migrants, but against institutions that do not do enough to 
help accommodate them, it seems common to explicitly quote an official person or 
participant who says that the protests are not directed against migrants. Some of 
the examples are in the following two quotes: 

“No one is protesting against the migrants in their town, but we are looking for 
a solution to their and our situation.” 7

“We have nothing against those poor people…” 8

Figure 2. Photo by Oslobođenje©. Migrants in Bihać.
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Croatia: Nationalism and Alarmism
The alarmist discourse about the migrants dominates in the Croatian media as 

well. Further on, and if this sample of material is a good indicator, this discourse 
is not challenged or balanced as it occasionally is in the case of Serbia and Bosnia. 
This is confirmed by the fact that alarmist discourse also dominates the Croatian 
media coverage of the protests in BH, not only the ones on their own territory. 
Out of the five articles from Croatia that cover the protests in Croatia, only one 
partially frames the protests as directed against the inadequate response of the 
institutions, while the other four directly and only present the protests as directed 
against migrants and the danger they present. Three out of these four articles are 
written in an extremely alarmist style. To illustrate, a long headline of one of these 
articles states “The entire protest was at a loss of words when Goranka revealed: 
Migrants intercepted me in the forest and prevented me from moving further”9. 
The article was originally published on 29 June 2019 by a weekly portal dnevno.
hr, known for propagating nationalist ideology and conspiracy theories. Goranka 
is individualized here and identified by her first name, while her testimony about 
being harassed by the migrants is given the main space in the article. An official 
webpage of one of the Roman Catholic Church’s administrative districts, župa 
Svetog Ante Komin, a part of The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Split–Makarska, 
also features an alarmist post of a video and text where they directly label “illegal 
migrants” who destroy the property of Croatians. 10 One of the quotes reads: “either 
we will control the state, or we will give it away to others”. (ibid). In this and all 
other articles in the Croatian sample this trope of exclusionary nationalism is 
much more evoked and more immediately visible than in the articles in Serbia and 
BH. While nationalism and ingroup/outgroup division are present and most often 
implicit in the other two countries, in Croatia the photographs of the protests show 
an abundance of Croatian flags and other national symbols. The theme of Croatia, 
our country that we Croatians should keep for ourselves, is very explicitly invoked. 

Conclusions
While the variety of articles and the nuanced messages they convey cannot be 

fully represented in a short text, there are some observable trends in reporting 
about the selected topic that seem to dominate the online space, most often what 
I label as alarmist discourse: texts and visual messages directly or indirectly 
suggesting that migrants are a threat and danger. Another road that some of the 
sources take, according to this sample, is to engage in a more neutral, factual style 
of reporting, which still can in some ways maintain the clear us/them division and 
contains visual and other types of suggestions aiming at racialization and othering 
of the people on the move. This is done either by the accompanying visuals or by 
quoting individual people who label the migrants in some non–favorable way. In 
this sample, it is most rarely the case that the migrants’ own voices are included 
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and that they are asked how they experience the protests. The accompanying photo 
and video material often clearly present immediately racialized and gendered 
migrants as opposed to the local people or officials who are either photographed 
as individuals, or shown gathered, but diverse in age, gender and appearance. The 
space and individual voice are usually given to the officials of the town or other 
institutions, or to the “ordinary” participants of the protests. Those people are often 
individualized and named, while migrants are most often textually and visually 
presented as a dangerous mass, or even chess figures that are moved, placed and 
displaced, transferred and told where they can and cannot be. In this way, the 
underlying message of some, but not all of the seemingly objective articles can also 
be subtly racist, exclusionary and Orientalizing. A small minority of articles goes 
directly and consciously against anti–migration discourses. Nevertheless, a clear 
us–them division and othering of migrants as foreign to “our area” is detectable 
in some of these articles as well. All in all, the safety and protection of both local 
people and migrants is a dominating topic, with the safety and endangerment of 
“our” local people being given priority and higher importance, as they are “us”. 

Us–them divisions are omnipresent in the coverage, most commonly but not 
only through the division into citizens and migrants. Other prominent divisions 
include institutions versus people, our country versus international and European 
institutions, our city versus the government in the capital, peaceful protesters 
versus aggressive migrants, perpetrators vs victims and other.  

To conclude, it is crucial to keep posing the question who and what these 
protests are claimed to be against and at the same to problematize this issue 
by raising awareness that media portrayal does not necessarily reflect how the 
protests participants themselves frame these actions and their own reasons for 
participating. Some of the people who participate clearly insist they protest against 
the way their own government and the European institutions are handling the issue, 
not against the people on the move themselves. This framing was only somewhat 
present in the media material analyzed here, but confirmed by anthropologist 
Azra Hromadžić who did her fieldwork in Bihać. She writes: “I was repeatedly told 
that the main target of the protest was not migranti but the Bosnian government 
in Sarajevo which is ‘doing nothing’ for Bišćani who deal with the crisis daily.” 11 
Bišćani, or the citizens of Bihać, one of the towns that figured prominently in the 
selected coverage, thus do not see the protests in BH in the same way that the 
media frame them. 
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Hidden labor: Albanian migration in late-socialist 
Croatia
by Rory Archer

This article explores the phenomenon of intra-Yugoslav Albanian migration 
to Croatia during late socialism. By the 1970s and 1980s Albanians from 
Kosovo and Macedonia were among the most prominent labor migrants 
to the northwest of the country.  Most Albanian migrants were engaged in 
private business which while legal, was anathema according to Yugoslav 
socialist modernity and meant that their activities took place largely without 
the supervision of the party-state. Albanians were viewed by the Croatian 
authorities as a potential security threat because of political stirrings in 
Kosovo in the 1980s. Furthermore they encountered prejudice from the 
population in the areas to which they moved. The Croatian archival documents 
referred to in this text depict Albanians as simultaneously being of great 
economic means (buying large houses and business spaces through family 
networks, funded by smuggling and other illicit activities) but also as socially 
marginal (undertaking poorly paid physical labor and informal jobs due to 
economic necessity). By the end of socialism the political interests of Albanians 
in Croatia and Croatians themselves began to align however. The research 
is supported by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) project “To the Northwest! 
Intra-Yugoslav Albanian migration (1953-1989)” (grant number P 32345). 

Key words: labor migration, Albanians in Yugoslavia, Kosovo, Croatia, late 
socialism.

Scholarship on Yugoslav migration has tended to respond to the phenomena 
of “Gastarbeiter” migration to Western European liberal democracies from the 
1960s onwards, war-time refugee movements of the 1990s, and more recently, 
on post-socialist, post-war migrations conceptualized around the “Yugosphere”. 
A largely separate body of scholarship has tackled Albanian migration in the 
postsocialist era from Albania, Kosovo and Macedonia to countries like Greece, 
Italy and Switzerland. Indeed, Russel King has described Albania as having 
become a “laboratory” for the study of migration and development.1 Missing in the 
literature, however, is the study of Albanian migration within Yugoslavia. I suggest 
in this short text that Albanian migration to late-socialist Croatia, while relatively 
small in scale, is interesting for a number of reasons. Firstly, most Albanians 
were engaged in private business which while legal, was anathema according to 
Yugoslav socialist modernity and meant that their activities took place largely 
without the supervision of the party-state. Secondly, Albanians were viewed 
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by the authorities as a potential security threat because of political stirrings in 
Kosovo in the 1980s. Thirdly, Albanians in Croatia encountered prejudice from the 
population in the areas to which they moved. The archival documents referred to 
in this text depicts Albanians as simultaneously of great economic means – buying 
large houses and business spaces through family networks, funded by smuggling 
and other illicit activities – but also as socially marginal – undertaking poorly paid 
physical labor and informal jobs due to economic necessity. Ultimately, by the end 
of socialism and the collapse of the common Yugoslav state in 1991, the political 
interests of Albanians in Croatia and Croatians themselves began to align. With 
the transformation to capitalism and war of independence pitting Croats against 
Serbs, Albanians improved their position and now enjoy comprehensive minority 
rights in the most recent EU member state. 

Tim Judah, in his treatise on the Yugosphere, points out that the Yugosphere 
“by no means contradicts the existence of both national spheres within it, a 
Serbian sphere, a Croatian sphere and so on, but also, again as in Venn diagrams, 
an Albanian sphere, which is partly within it and partly outside.”2 Albanians as 
the largest non-Slavic population in Yugoslavia, reached up to 8 per cent of the 
population by the 1980s. By the breakup of the common state in 1991, Albanians 
outnumbered Slovenes, Macedonians and perhaps also Muslims/Bosniaks to 
become the third largest national group (behind Serbs and Croats) in the state. 
(I write “likely” as most Albanians boycotted the 1991 census). Predominantly 
rural in origin, Albanian labor migrants gravitated to industrial centers around the 
country in search of work, particularly from the early 1950s when a liberalisation of 
residence registration coincided with industrial expansion across Yugoslavia and 
nascent tourism along the Adriatic coast. Albanian labor migration to economically 
developed parts of Yugoslavia (the northwest republics of Slovenia and Croatia) 
overlapped with Albanian participation in “Gastarbeiter” migration to Western 
European countries from the 1960s.

Widespread anti-Albanian attitudes were salient in Yugoslavia and were 
not only the preserve of nationalist Serbs. During socialism, Croats, Slovenes 
other Yugoslavs sometimes viewed Albanians with suspicion, subjecting them 
to practices of Othering that resembled Western European cultural racism. As 
Catherine Baker observes, the intersection of religion, ethnicity and social class 
for Albanians in late 1980s Yugoslavia rendered them “simultaneously labelled as 
fundamentalist Muslims in Serb nationalist media and treated as a semi-racialized, 
culturally and ethnically distinct underclass in Slovenia and Croatia.”3 Sources of 
distrust and even outright hostility towards Albanians in Yugoslavia stemmed 
from several interrelated factors. These include purported Albanian loyalty to the 
external homeland of Enver Hoxha’s Albania (often presented as an enemy state 
of Yugoslavia), linguistic and cultural isolation of Albanians in relation to other 
Yugoslav peoples, Christian animosity towards a largely Islamic group, and a 
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distrust of rural homesteads and patriarchal kinship patterns according to socialist 
morality. 

With the official Yugoslav interpretation that the 1981 demonstrations in 
Kosovo were “counterrevolutionary” and an illegitimate expression of nationalist 
excesses, anti-Albanian sentiment across the country grew and security services 
followed the activities of potential “irredentists” closely. Several state-wide 
security operations tackled nationalist Albanian groups during the 1980s focusing 
on Yugoslav-based illegal movements and Albanian émigrés in Western Europe 
and North America who had (alleged) links to the Peoples Republic of Albania and 
other anti-Yugoslav émigré organizations, namely Croatian ultra-nationalists and 
fascists. Croatia, and in particular the north-western areas of the socialist republic 
(the regions of Istria and Kvarner), was a particularly important location for both 
Albanian intra-Yugoslav migrants drawn to the area to due favorable economic 
conditions (tourism, industry), and connections with Albanian transnational 
networks in Western Europe. The proximity to borders with Italy and Austria 
rendered the region a prominent node in the transnational network of Albanians 
who would typically maintain a presence in their homesteads in Kosovo and 
Macedonia, establish a business and home in Istria or Kvarner, and have links to 
kin in Western Europe (who in turn would frequent the north-west Adriatic and 
serve as a source of capital for business and property investments).

A 1988 report from the State security forces Pula branch detailed the “security 
situation in the area of Pula relating to the Albanian Complex” (the term Complex 
in the title is suggestive that all Albanians were seen as a potential security risk).4 
It describes how in the 1981 census only 768 individuals declared themselves as 
Albanian in Istria but that the number was certainly far larger due to undeclared 
workers, particularly those casually employed in the private sector on a seasonal 
basis. According to the authorities in Pula, Poreč and elsewhere in the region, the 
1981 demonstrations in Kosovo led to an increase in the number of Albanians with 
estimates that at least 2,500 Albanians were living in the area and that number 
would increase during the tourist season with unregistered individuals coming to 
work in the private businesses of relatives. Other reports provided even higher 
estimates. In Pula town by 1988 allegedly there were 1,795 permanent Albanian 
residents and 1,547 temporary residents registered but the authorities believed 
that their total number was significantly higher considering that many did not 
register their presence. 

Most Albanian migrants to Northwest Croatia found employment in a growing 
number of private businesses in hospitality and crafts. In particular, goldsmiths 
and ice-cream parlors are mentioned as are sellers of fruit and vegetables and 
informal work in construction. In Istria, authorities reported: “Most members 
of the Albanian nationality work in particular areas outside the social sector. 
According to our operative estimates, 90 percent of the nationality is either in 
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possession of a private business or is employed in one.”  Even though Yugoslavia’s 
liberal interpretation of state socialism permitted private business. the presence of 
a particular population – in this case Croatia’s Albanians – so prominently involved 
in economic activity outside of the social sector (the equivalent of the state sector 
in other communist counties) was a source of suspicion. Local authorities made a 
direct link between the suspect category of private business owners and (alleged) 
networks of Albanian nationalists and more general criminality including cross-
border smuggling from Italy. In Poreč 

We have information, though it is difficult to prove, that they abuse private 
workspaces wherever it is possible, they are prepared and do not chose the 
method and means by which they achieve their goal. This can be giving bribes, 
selling hard currency, smuggling and connections to the extreme émigré groups. 

Security services in Pula reported:

The most interesting group are those owners of private businesses (ice-cream 
parlors, jewelers) due to their exceptionally high material status. It is indisputable 
that such a status is partly the consequence of one’s own work in combination 
with favorable conditions of a touristic region which enables the gaining of an 
enviable financial result. However, information received also suggests that a 
meaningful number of Albanian owners of private businesses gain huge earnings 
on the basis of malversations, illegal currency exchange, bypassing regulations 
and especially through smuggling.

Municipal authorities in the nearby municipality of Buje similarly stressed the 
alleged connection between Albanians, private business and criminality:

A number of members of the Albanian nationality is prone to bribes and 
corruption. Here especially to be mentioned are owners of craft and hospitality 
businesses…. Most often they are inclined to giving bribes and goods and money, 
through small gifts to inspection, administrative and other authorities. Everyone 
is overwhelmingly more inclined towards illegal trade […] Most often, they engage 
in illegal trade between Italy and Yugoslavia in goods like household machines, 
musical and other instruments, goods lacking on our market.

The report claims that the H. brothers are seen as the leaders of the Albanian 
community in the area by fellow Albanians. The security services believed the three 
brothers were involved in the international drug trade noting that they travelled 
to Western Europe, the Middle East, USA and Latin America. As well as owning a 
huge house in the area, they kept multiple hospitality and pastry businesses along 
the Slovenian and Croatian coast, multiple family homes across Yugoslavia, and 
“possibly two flats in Istanbul.”

Municipal authorities and security forces regarded Albanians as insular and 
noted that since the “outbreak of the counterrevolution in Kosovo” informal but 
suspicious gatherings of Albanians in Istria were observed by security services. 
Albanians were allegedly exchanging their views, commenting to one another 
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about the situation and “distancing themselves from the non-Albanian population”. 
Individual cases of overt Albanian nationalism were also reported, including 
support for the Kelmendi, the Albanian recruit who had killed his fellow soldiers in 
the Paraćin army barracks in 1987. Local authorities in Northwest Croatia did not 
consider anti-Albanian sentiment to be a meaningful problem however. In Buje, 
authorities “did not register a single case which would indicate that pressure was 
put upon Albanians, nor were any attacks or destruction of property reported”. In 
Pula during 1987, authorities did not register a single case suggesting “pressure 
against, or attacks upon” Albanians in the area but four cases of property damage 
to Albanian businesses were reported. While the culprits were not identified, the 
security services in Pula assumed this to be “the consequence of their interpersonal 
clashes”. However, the report did state negative views of Istrian inhabitants 
towards Albanians:

Various comments and revolts from the non-Albanian population relating to the 
dominant characteristic of the behavior of members of the Albanian community 
are present. They relate to the intensive buying of property, regardless of the price 
and enormous enrichment.

Two contradictory stereotypes of Albanians seemed to emerge in parallel. On 
the one hand there was an influx of unskilled workers “taking the hardest jobs 
(digging canals, collecting rubbish, physical work…)”. They were seen as cultural 
outsiders, socially and politically disconnected to the area they moved to and 
largely invisible in public life and usually undocumented. On the other hand, there 
was also a stereotype of shrewd, very wealthy Albanians who helped one another 
advance in private businesses and property speculation and maintained strong 
links with both emigre groups in Western Europe and their extended kin-networks 
in Kosovo and Macedonia whose mobility and wealth were a source of suspicion. 

Despite the evident cultural racism and animosity towards Albanians in the 
Yugoslav Northwest, sources of solidarity and an alignment of political interests 
also existed between Yugoslavia’s Albanians and sections of Croatian (and 
Slovenian) society, particularly in the late 1980s given the growing fear of Serb 
hegemony. While the hitherto focus has been on the difficulties of migration 
and participation in public life for Albanians in Croatia, there were, of course, 
factors which facilitated their mobility and helped many to thrive in the Yugoslav 
Northwest. First and foremost a common Yugoslav state framework, the ideology 
of brotherhood and unity, and some degree of cultural familiarity could help 
undergird Albanian migrants in Croatia.

Parallel to negative accounts of Albanian migrants, more positive perspectives 
also circulated. For example, the Sunday edition of Dalmatia’s major newspaper, 
Nedeljna Dalmacija, provided a series of detailed and generally sympathetic 
accounts of Albanians in Dalmatia in the late 1980s, albeit from the perspective 
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of an outsider’s gaze upon an exoticized group that needed to be discovered and 
explained to the readership. (The title of the feuilleton ran “Albanians in Dalmatia: 
What they work at and how they live”).5 The series of articles stressed the internal 
heterogeneity of Albanians in Croatia noting divisions between Catholics and 
Muslims, those of a more Turkish orientation and others with a more explicitly 
Albanian outlook as well as professional networks – communities of jewelers, 
bakers, construction workers and so forth. Rather than interpreting the lack 
of interest in participation in self-management and the party-state as a priori 
negative and evidence of potential subversion, the series gave voice to Albanians 
like Pavle Paljusi, a second generation jeweler who stated “We are interested in 
who will have more money, we are interested in economics and not politics.” Thus 
newspaper reports stressed a combination of entrepreneurial and patriarchal 
values almost as a badge of honor and evidence of self-help:

Albanians, both Catholics and Muslims equally, are not inclined to seek help from 
society, particularly not in financial affairs and they have a developed system of 
credit and loans in which there do not exist interest but the obligation rules to 
spend the funds wisely and in a suitable way return it.

Interviews in Nedjeljna Dalmacija provide a rare insight into the views of young 
Albanians on the Adriatic coast. In many cases respondents are positive and affirm 
their experience in the area. Riza Haliti, a 21-year-old respondent in the interview 
claimed to have tried to seek work everywhere across the country and claims that 
Dalmatia is the best place for Albanians in Yugoslavia:

You know in Slovenia ... yes there are better wages, but they look at you like you 
are infections [zaražen]. In Belgrade and Niš the pay is weaker, and someone 
always provokes you and looks at you strangely. We are at peace only here [in 
Croatia], even with the police with whom I really have no problems. 

For others, Croatia was a steppingstone to capitalist Western Europe. An 
anonymous worker at the green market in Split described how he had no interest 
in “keeping to traditions” and returning to Kosovo, but neither did he wish to 
remain in Croatia. His plan was to depart for Western European country whenever 
possible and was saving and attempting to arrange paperwork. “We all say that we 
are getting on well here. And that is true. But listen, here I am still a foreigner. I just 
work and sleep. In some foreign country it cannot be any different, but I would be 
able to earn a lot more.”
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South-East European Munich: Displaced Persons – 
Guest Workers– Europeans
by Karolina Novinšćak Kölker

Since the end of the Second World War several groups of migrants from former 
Yugoslavia came to Munich, most of them as so called Gastarbeiter (guest 
workers) starting in the late 1960s. After the ban on recruitment of foreign 
workers (Anwerbestopp), emphasis was placed on reuniting families, while the 
Yugoslav wars of secession led to the migration of refugees to Munich. For many 
decades, immigration was considered a temporary phenomenon. Not until 
Slovenia and Croatia joined the EU have new immigrants from these countries 
been given the prospect of permanent residence from the start and means of 
political participation in elections in Munich.  

Key words: migration history, Munich, labour migration from Yugoslavia, Croatia, 
guestworkers, immigration to Bavaria, political participation of immigrants

When the 32 year-old Croat Zvonimir Kanjir was greeted in Stuttgart on 5 August 
1970 as Baden-Württemberg’s “500,000th Gastarbeiter,1 Germany had already had 
experience with the orchestration of public receptions of foreign “guest worker 
jubilarians” at German train stations. During the years before Armando Rodrigues 
de Sá (1964) from Portugal and Ismail Bahadir (1969) from Turkey had already 
been celebrated with media attention as the “millionth Gastarbeiter”. Two years 
later, in 1972, a young woman from Yugoslavia, the 19 year-old Vera Rimski from 
Novi Sad was selected in Munich to finally also acknowledge a female foreign 
worker for her efforts in boosting the German economy. Politicians and the press 
received her with flowers and sparkling wine at Munich Central Station as the 
“two-millionth jubilee guest worker”. The President of the German Labour Office, 
Josef Stingl, gave her a portable television as a welcome gift and expressed his hope 
that it would help her familiarize herself with the secrets of the difficult German 
language.2 Vera Rimski, who now lives as a pensioner and grandmother with her 
family in Serbia, joyfully recalls the warm atmosphere when she was received in 
Munich back then:

It was wonderful. Journalists were there and took pictures here and there. 
Everyone asked who is this child. My husband said to me, you are the millionth 
guest worker. I didn’t understand anything. I was given flowers, gifts.  It was very 
pleasant. Around me all I heard was ‘schön, schön’ (wonderful, wonderful).3 

Vera did not speak a word of German back then, but had a temporary work 
contract from Siemens in her pocket, which she had signed at a Yugoslav 
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employment office after undergoing a medical examination and certifying her 
ability to work. In order for Vera to emigrate, she needed neither knowledge of 
German nor an integration course back then. The German-Yugoslav recruitment 
agreement for foreign workers in cooperation between the German and Yugoslav 
labor authorities made it possible for Vera’s labor migration to occur quickly and 
effectively without any complications. The governments of both countries signed 
the agreement on 12 October 1968 in order to regulate the recruitment process of 
work migrants as well as immigration and emigration between the two countries 
with regard to labor and residence laws.4 At this time, Munich had already been 
the main transfer center for South-Eastern European labor migrants in Southern 
Germany for several years. Thus, countless migrants from the territory of former 
Yugoslavia – from Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia-Hercegovina, Macedonia, Kosovo, 
Serbia and Montenegro – came to Germany via Munich or reached their final 
destination here. 

Figure 1. Photo by Karolina Novinšćak Kölker ©. On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of 
the German-Yugoslav recruitment agreement, the Museum of the City of Munich organized 
the exhibition “Nema Problema!? Munich and the Migration from Yugoslavia and the 
Successor States” (October 2018 to March 2019). The map shows the route of the “Balkan 
trains” between South-Eastern Europe and Germany, which were also called “Gastarbeiter 
trains” during the 1960s and 1980s.

In 1960, 7241 citizens of Yugoslavia resided in the German state of Bavaria, 
while 10 years later 99,014 immigrants with Yugoslav citizenship already lived in 
Bavaria.5 Among them were also Marija and Josip Brekalo, who opened a restaurant 
with Croatian cuisine at the feet of the Bavarian Alps and cultivated their Croatian 
mother language as the family language.6 Their daughter Michaela Kaniber, a 
representative of Bavaria’s governing party CSU (Christian-Social Union) and since 
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2018 Bavarian Minister of Agriculture, was born in Bavaria “with southern roots” 
and grew up bilingually.7 As she emphasizes in the video portrait of the Bavarian 
State Chancellery, Kaniber regards both Bavaria as well as her parents’ country of 
origin, Croatia, to be her “home”.8 In a Croatian daily newspaper, she tells of her 
parents’ immigration journey and how her father is touched time and time again 
by the political career of his daughter in Bavaria:

 I will never forget how my parents came to Germany without knowing the 
language, with 1000 German Marks in their pocket, and how they worked and 
struggled for us. Father Josip still cries today when he realizes that his daughter 
is a minister. He just cannot believe it.9 

While still CSU district chairwoman of the Berchtesgadener Land and electoral 
circuit representative in the Bavarian Parliament, Kaniber herself expressed her 
astonishment about her career pathway as a Gastarbeiter child in a Bavarian 
newspaper in 2015 with the following words: “I am a truly proud Bavarian Croat 
[…] As a child of immigrants I would have never thought that I would make it so far 
one day.”10

Looking at the composition of the Bavarian Parliament may explain her 
“incomprehension” and the particularity of her political career as a “Gastarbeiter 
daughter” in Bavaria. Since 2018, five representatives with migrant roots have 
been members of the Bavarian Parliament, which only accounts for a share of 2.5 
per cent.11 Thus immigrants and families with a history of migration are clearly 
underrepresented in the politics of Bavaria, as one in four residents of Bavaria 
(24%) has migrant roots. 

In the following, I will outline the phases of the immigration process from 
former Yugoslavia, and in particular Croatia, to Bavaria and Munich since 1945 in 
the context of local and transnational means of political participation for migrants. 

Stranded in post-war Munich 
After the end of World War II, Bavaria, the southernmost German state in the 

American sector, became an important place of refuge for millions of Germans 
and non-Germans from Eastern and South-Eastern Europe. Those fleeing from 
or unwilling to go back to Yugoslavia frequently were supporters of monarchist 
pre-war Yugoslavia or former collaborators with the NS regime.12 Former 
forced migrants from Yugoslavia or abducted or fleeing persons, for whom no 
collaboration with the NS regime could be proven and did not want to return to the 
“new” Yugoslavia of the victorious partisans under the leadership of Josip Broz Tito 
after the end of the war, were placed under the protection of international refugee 
organizations in Bavaria. With their status as “displaced persons” (DP in the 
following) and refugees, Eastern and South-Eastern European persons unwilling 
to return were accommodated and taken care of in refugee camps and, whenever 
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possible, their migration overseas or to other Western European countries was 
supported.13  War and post-war migrants without DP status were accommodated 
in refugee camps under the control of the Bavarian refugee administration or they 
tried to secure a livelihood at their own initiative. In the early 1950s the foreign 
war and post-war forced migrants with the status “displaced foreigner without 
a home” (heimatlose Ausländer) were granted long-term residence in the young 
Federal Republic of Germany. “Displaced foreigners without a home” did not 
require a residence permit, but did not have voting rights and were not allowed to 
establish political parties.  

Temporary labor migration and refuge 
During the first years of peace and reconstruction the forced migrants from 

the territory of Yugoslavia founded their first self-managed organizations with 
cultural, humanitarian and political aims in Munich. The political activities of 
the “displaced foreigners without a home” from Yugoslavia in Bavaria opposed 
the Yugoslav regime in their country of origin, while they internally functioned 
as solidarity networks within the refugee migrant community. With the Yugoslav 
economic reforms and the beginning of the economic crisis during the 1950s and 
early 1960s, many “economic refugees” from Yugoslavia were compelled to come 
to Bavaria, but did not wish to be regarded as such and applied for asylum as 
political refugees.14 Later, starting in the late 1960s, they were joined by refugees 
from the crushed “Croatian spring” and the Yugoslavia-wide student protests, who 
aimed to escape from the increasing governmental repressions and the ordered 
“public silence.”15 Along with the non-registered migrants, legal labor migrants 
who received authorization from the Yugoslav authorities and the West German 
consulates also had been immigrating to Bavaria since the 1950s. Already before the 
German-Yugoslav Labor Recruitment Agreement, West German firms were looking 
for laborers by means of cooperation with local and regional employment offices 
in Yugoslavia and paid commissions for successful placements. The politically 
motivated forced migration up to the collapse of Yugoslavia was indeed supposed 
to remain an essential feature of Yugoslav migration to Bavaria and Germany, but it 
was clearly surpassed in numbers by the labor migration during the “Gastarbeiter 
recruitment phase”.  

Immediately after the Second World War immigrants and refugees from 
Yugoslavia founded the first religious communities in Munich. The religious 
diversity of the former Yugoslavia is still reflected in Munich today. In 2018 the 
Croatian Catholic Community of Munich celebrated its 70th anniversary and, with 
more than 50,000 members, it is one of the oldest and largest Croatian Catholic 
communities abroad.16 The Slovenian Catholic community and the Serbian 
Orthodox church community were founded in Munich in the late 1940s and already 
look back on a 70-year history.17 During the phase of labor recruitment migration 
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in the 1960s and 1970s, more and more people of Muslim faith primarily from 
Bosnia-Hercegovina, southern Serbia, Kosovo and Macedonia emigrated to Munich. 
Starting in the 1990s during the wars in Bosnia-Hercegovina and Kosovo these 
numbers significantly increased again. In 1987 a Macedonian-Orthodox church 
community was also established in Munich, which currently has approximately 
3000 members.  

Only a temporary home?  
The successive opening of the Yugoslav borders for labor migrants was 

accompanied in socialist Yugoslavia by an ideological re-interpretation of the 
social phenomenon of labor migration. The new migration policy credo was that 
labor migration is to be accepted as a fundamental component of the international 
division of labor in self-administrated socialism and that the successful integration 
of the Yugoslav economy into the world market must include the free circulation of 
laborers.18 In Bavaria too, policy-makers became accustomed to the immigration of 
people, who grew up and underwent their socialization in a socialist country and 
maintained their relations to their country of origin. Labor migrants from Croatia 
and the remaining Yugoslav republics relatively easily maintained their social 
relations by means of regular visits and transnational family structures due to the 
geographical proximity to their country of origin. 

With the resumption of German-Yugoslav relations (1968), the CSU as 
the governing party of Bavaria also began developing political and economic 
relationships with the individual Yugoslav socialist republics Croatia, Serbia, 
and Bosnia-Hercegovina by means of regular meetings of mixed government 
commissions. One central theme of these Bavarian-Yugoslav political discussions 
was, among other things, the integration of Yugoslav citizens into the Bavarian 
immigrant community, while simultaneously bonding them back to their community 
and country of origin. At the time when it was West Germany’s premise not to be 
a country of immigration for foreigners, binding the recruited labor migrants back 
to their country of origin, even if it was socialist, was a main concern of the CSU’s 
migration policy. At the meeting of the delegation of the Free State of Bavaria with 
representatives of the Executive Council of the Parliament of the Socialist Yugoslav 
Republic of Croatia on 19 June 1969 in Zagreb, Dr. Fritz Pirkl, then State Minister 
for Labor and Social Affairs, already emphasized that migration is not a desirable 
permanent situation for both sides:

The employment of foreign workers in a country is clearly neither ideal for 
anyone, nor is it a long-term situation. […] It is important for us that your people 
who work among us do not terminate the relationship to your country and all 
of you here. Only this way can they adjust better and find their way in the new 
environment. We support the organizations that take care of their workers and 
provide them with professionals dealing with these issues.19 
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While transnational, cross-border relationships between immigrants and their 
communities of origin in Yugoslavia for the purpose of facilitating their return were 
regarded as worthy of support for many decades in Bavaria, demands from self-
managed migration organizations and the Munich Foreigners Advisory Council for 
means of political participation in Germany, e.g. through voting rights for foreign 
citizens in municipal elections, were unsuccessful.20 

After the European recruitment stop in 1973 and the intensification of the 
economic crisis in Yugoslavia, the reunification of families became more and more 
important. The economic and political collapse of Yugoslavia during the 1980s as 
well as the subsequent wars in Croatia, Bosnia-Hercegovina and Kosovo during 
the 1990s resulted in the largest wave of refugees in Europe since the end of the 
Second World War. In Munich, thousands of refugees of war found a temporary 
sanctuary with relatives, friends or in refugee homes. For example, the sisters 
Valentina and Klaudia B., who were born in Munich, spent more than three years of 
their youth with up to 20 relatives and friends of the family who fled from Croatia 
and Bosnia-Hercegovina in a 90 m2 apartment in Munich.21 The family support for 
the relatives and friends who fled spanned from help with translations to housing 
and job placements. The majority of the “tolerated” refugees had to return to their 
countries of origin after the end of the wars. 

Fugire 2. Photo by Karolina Novinšćak Kölker©. Jelena N. took the “German-Croatian” 
dictionary with her in 1974, when she migrated to Germany as an au-pair. As a pensioner 
she regularly commutes between her two residences in Croatia and Munich. Jelena N. gave 
the author the dictionary for the collection of the Museum of the City of Munich and said: “I 
don’t need that anymore. I know German now.” 
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“Naš München” - Popular city for immigrants 
Since Croatia joined the EU (2013), which gave EU citizens from Croatia 

access to the German labor market (2015), and the introduction of the “Western 
Balkans Agreement” 22 Germany has become a popular destination country for 
new immigrants from Croatia and neighboring countries due to the high demand 
for workers and transnational social networks. According to Croatian statistics, 
39,515 people emigrated from Croatia in 2018, 55 percent of them to Germany (see 
RGOW 1/2019, S. 22-24). According to German statistics on the influx of people for 
the year 2018, even 48,618 Croatian citizens moved to Germany23, which implies 
that the immigrants with a Croatian passport not only came from the Republic 
of Croatia, but also from Bosnia-Hercegovina and other countries. While 223,056 
Croatian citizens lived in Germany in 2008, the number increased by 77 percent to 
395,665 in 2018. Munich is also a popular city for immigrants from South-Eastern 
Europe. Around 112,000 people with their main residence, who themselves or 
whose families immigrated from the successor states of Yugoslavia, live in Munich 
(December 2018).24

Since autumn 2018 the 38,000 Croats constitute the largest share of the foreign 
population of Munich. The majority of Munich’s residents of migrant origin from 
the successor states of Yugoslavia still possesses citizenship of their country of 
origin, while the number of naturalizations and dual citizens among EU-immigrants 
from Croatia has significantly increased. As EU citizens the Croats gained new 
opportunities for political participation, but are only able to vote in municipal and 
European elections. Recently, political parties in Munich have also been targeting 
EU citizens and dual citizens from Croatia during electoral campaigns. During the 
2014 municipal elections, citizens of Croatian background were the largest group 
of EU foreigners in Munich with 24,500 people eligible to vote.25 Consequently, 
on 22 February 2014 the then CSU mayoral candidate Josef Schmid invited 
representatives of Croatian associations to talks at Munich town hall during the 
electoral campaign. It was not until the EU accession of their countries of origin 
that long-established and newly immigrated citizens with Croatian and Slovenian 
EU citizenship became completely politically integrated at the municipal level in 
Bavaria, while the foreign citizens of the non-EU countries remain largely excluded 
from the policy-making process.26 

On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the German-Yugoslav recruitment 
agreement on 29 January 2019, the city of Munich thanked the citizens of Munich 
from Bosnia-Hercegovina, Kosovo, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and 
Slovenia for enriching the city community with a festive reception under the 
motto “Our Munich - Unser München — Naš München — нашиот Минхен — 
Mynihu ynë — Наш Минхен — says thank you!”. Especially the healthcare system 
would collapse without the professionals from the Yugoslav successor countries, 
emphasized mayor Christine Strobl during her words of thanks. She and others 
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praised the successful integration process in the economic, cultural and social 
sectors — yet improvements regarding the opportunities for political participation 
are still due for many immigrants from former Yugoslavia. 
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Essay: Reframing Integration from the Perspective 
of those who Experienced Migration: An 
Ethnography with former Labor Migrants and 
Refugees from the former Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY)
by Sandra King-Savić

The following essay is an explorative text that forms a piece of a larger project 
I carry out at the University of St. Gallen. Under the title “Learning about 
Integration from those who Experienced Migration: An Emic Perspective of 
Mobility Based on the Perspective of Labor Migrants and Refugees from former 
Yugoslavia in Switzerland”, I seek to learn about migration and integration 
from those who practice(d) it. By exploring mobility within an aspirations-
capabilities frame,1 I aspire to build on knowledge production2 so as to 
expand existing scholarship on the de-homogenization and de-ethnization of 
migrants in migration studies.3 In what follows, three vignettes will illustrate 
preliminary findings related to the blurred lines between artificially created 
migrant categories, and the migration-integration-belonging nexus.

Key words: integration, mobility, labor migration, coerced migration, forced 
migration, deservingness

Unpacking the Term Integration
To measure the degree of integration, the underlying typology of the population 
according to their migratory status was slightly adjusted: the population with a 
migration background includes all foreign nationals (including third-generation 
foreigners). It also includes naturalized Swiss nationals of the first-generation, 
naturalized second-generation citizens born to at least one foreign born and a 
Swiss born national, and naturalized Swiss nationals whose parents were born 
abroad.4

According to the federal statistics office of Switzerland, 37.5% of the total Swiss 
population belongs into the category of people with a ‘migration background’. It is 
a common trope that persons who migrated ought to integrate into the receiving 
society. This is no different in Switzerland where, according to the Federal Office 
for Statistics, Demography and Migration, “the aim of integration, (…) is the equal 
participation of foreigners in Swiss society”.5 

There are four general subsections within which social scientists examine 
levels of integration. These include, first, integration through education and the 
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labor market. Educational levels are frequently analyzed as markers of stagnating 
integration, and/or decreasing ethnic stratification, as is the inclusion/exclusion 
of second-generation migrants into the labor market. A second strand of research 
examines integration from the perspective of housing and spatial integration. 
Measures of integration in view of housing are analyzed in relation to inclusion, 
experiences of citizenship, national belonging, access to social services, and 
from the perspective of multiculturalism in inclusive societies. In- and out-group 
behavior, such as marriage patterns among migrants, is a third approach by which 
researchers examine integration. Fourth, questions of race and ethnicity are often 
tied to the legal status of migrants, and public opposition to conferring rights. Race 
and ethnicity studies are an established tradition in the field of migration studies 
both in the American as well as the European research context.

Though there is no universally agreed upon definition of the term, a common 
understanding of integration might suggest a total or substantial decrease 
of ethnic stratification, a gradual decline of one’s immigrant status, and the 
immigrant status of second, third, etc. generation immigrants.6 It is interesting to 
pick the terminology of this definition apart here, seeing that second, third, etc. 
generation immigrants are, in fact, not migrants at all. Instead, the second and 
third generations are discursively created migrants.7 This is especially pertinent 
in Switzerland, seeing that people remain in the category of migrants even in 
the absence of any individual experience with migration. Labeling persons with 
Migrationshintergrund (migratory background) or Secondas (literally translated 
into second generation migrant) as migrants because they were born to individuals 
who migrated to Switzerland is ethnocentric at best and implies that one is not only 
not considered Swiss even when born in Switzerland, but that one is never truly 
able to become Swiss. Questions regarding these labeling practices are a recurring 
theme in hitherto interviews and casual conversations with interlocutors. “It 
seems like the foreigner’s gene is passed on throughout subsequent generations”, 
one interlocutor stated.

Seeing the discursive creation of migrants in the second and subsequent 
generations, coupled with the dominant interest in studying the second 
generation,8 one is compelled to ask if first generation migrants, individuals who 
actually migrated, are not considered capable of “integrating” into the receiving 
state? One may classify this understanding of belonging (or not) as the purest form 
jus sanguinis, which renders integrating into any given society, and Switzerland in 
this case, a potentially difficult feat, though nonetheless compulsory. In view of this 
difficulty, one might ask what the term “integration” means to people who actually 
migrated from one state to another for work and / or to find safety?

Examining the question of “integration” from the perspective of those individuals 
who experienced migration might reveal novel aspects for our understanding of 
“integration”. Are there perhaps hierarchies of perceived ‘deservingness’9 amongst 
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migrants from the same sending state, and, is there a possible competition for 
labor and social assistance with the arrival of new migrants? In examining these 
aspects, I explore the overarching question of how labor migrants and refugees 
from the former SFRY differentiate, and / or dispute their respective integration 
in Switzerland.10 Examining “integration” from those who experience(d) mobility, 
moreover, not only illustrates how individuals who migrated understand and 
narrate ‘integration’, but serves as a mirror to illustrate the Swiss political and / or 
politicized culture to do with migration.

Artificially Created Migrant Categories: What Kind of Migrant?
An initially salient factor that contributed to the large-scale migration from 

the SFRY to Switzerland is labor. In the case of SFRY, the state regulated the 
outward labor migration of its citizens. Josip Broz Tito, late president of the SFRY, 
officially restricted the emigration of Yugoslav citizens until 1965. After 1965, 
the socialist leadership actively encouraged the emigration of its citizens to curb 
unemployment within state borders. It is instructive to recall that the socialist 
system did not allow for laid off employees.11 Encouraging out-migration thus 
relieved the sociopolitical and economic pressure in SFRY. “My father left us to 
work in Germany. We stayed with our mother and our grandparents in Priština. 
He later moved to Switzerland”, Arjana ruminates. Arjana sits across from me in a 
posh restaurant of her choosing as she tells me about the day she had migrated to 
Switzerland from Priština, Kosovo. She is incredibly successful on the job, and soon 
to be married to – in her own words - a Swiss man. She was a teenager when she 
moved to Switzerland, learned German with a teaching aid at school, and harbors 
no hard feelings about those early years after emigrating. “Everyone was really nice 
and helpful”, she emphasizes. “Our dad usually came home for some time, about 
once a year, but in the early 1990s, he came to take us with him. Because of the war. 
‘It is no longer safe, better to leave Kosovo’, my dad said.” Arjana left Kosovo behind 
in a car her dad had purchased in Switzerland. “We had to bribe a lot of people 
on our way through Yugoslavia, especially at all the newly established borders. I 
think it was because we had Swiss license plates.” Upon arriving in Switzerland, 
people categorized Arjana as a refugee. Her father, however, brought his family 
through the family reunification scheme, while Arjana perceives herself as kid of 
labor migrants.

Starting in 1995 – four years into the Yugoslav Succession Wars – Western 
and Central European states, including Switzerland, came to favor migrants from 
European member states.12 Two developments thus transpired simultaneously: 
Switzerland increasingly sought to attract highly skilled migrants while the 
Yugoslav Succession Wars created large refugee treks to Western and Central 
Europe.13 Former Yugoslav citizens, especially Bosniaks14 and Kosovo-Albanians, 
no longer came as labor migrants, but fled Yugoslavia as refugees. Like other former 
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Yugoslav citizens, however, Bosniaks initially migrated to Switzerland as labor 
migrants before coming to Switzerland as refugees, and thus brought their families 
to Switzerland upon the outbreak of the Yugoslav Wars of Succession. There is thus 
an element of family re-unification that blurs the lines between improvement and 
distress migration. What we learn with the Yugoslav Migration to Switzerland is 
that clear-cut migratory categories do not exist. Practicing mobility, in other words, 
ought to be understood as an ongoing process in social as well as legal terms.

Integration: A Question of Having Time?
The number of unemployed individuals that are categorized as migrants 

in Switzerland, specifically persons from the former SFRY (and Turkey), is 
disproportionately higher when compared to the Swiss population (7.1 % 
compared to 2.7%).15 At the same time, foreign-born nationals and individuals 
born to foreigners – especially among individuals from the Western Balkans 
and Turkey – comprise the largest group of the ‘working poor’ in Switzerland 
(14.8%).16 Further tied to this phenomenon is the fact that individuals from the 
Western Balkans and Turkey (29%) perform the bulk of manual labor compared to 
individuals from Switzerland (14%) and Northern / Western Europe (6.6%).17 As 
a consequence, a disproportionate number of migrants from the Mediterranean, 
including the Western Balkans, rely on disability assistance sooner than their peers 
that are categorized as Swiss, and migrants from Western and Northern Europe. 
This phenomenon, according to interlocutors, comes as little surprise given the 
often-taxing physical labor foreign nationals perform. 

We Yugoslavs, but also foreigners in general…don’t have enough time. The mother 
usually works fulltime, the husband works on construction sites, he is always 
tired. He even works on Saturdays. He works all the time, so, there is no time to 
do anything with the kids. And now I say: this system (here) is not compatible (for 
us). Not only for us, but also the Spaniards, the Portuguese…

Like Arjana’s father, Vladan, the above gentleman had initially migrated to 
Switzerland as a labor migrant. Since he migrated to Switzerland in the 1980s, 
Vladan advises former Yugoslavs and migrants from the third migratory movement 
from the Western Balkans on all matters related to filling-out taxes, citizenship 
requirements, and other administrative queries.

 The question of time, so poignantly articulated above, serves is a frequent 
topic interviewees touch upon in casual conversations and hitherto interviews. 
Time, in other words, becomes a social capital that a share of this population is 
/ was lacking. As it were, one might ascribe the ‘structuring structure’ described 
in the above quote as pertinent for second generation migrants.18 Framing this 
lack of time in terms of insufficient quality-time spent on, for instance, homework, 
regularly shared meals, time to learn about, and pass this knowledge about the 
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political and social system of the receiving state on to the ‘second generation’, one 
might indeed understand the emphasis on studying the offspring of migrants. Yet, 
the above informant points toward the lack of time as a consequence. As such, he 
places the cause squarely on the structural conditions, in this case the time spent 
at work. Instead of focusing on education and upward social mobility as indicators 
by which to measure the successful or lacking achievement to ‘integrate’, one might 
analyze time, and the related working conditions as an additional factor when 
examining the migration-integration-belonging nexus. An important and related 
line of inquiry, based on the above preliminary findings, is thus how affected 
individuals cope with the dual existential insecurity and the (potentially resulting) 
cognitive dissonance regarding their possibilities in the Swiss labor market, but 
also in Switzerland in general.

The Western Balkans: ‘Can you Move There’?
My son wants to move to Split, Croatia. He plans on moving there together with 
his wife. Her parents are from there, but she has never lived there. What do you 
think, is it a good idea for them to move there? Is it even possible, and will those 
people there accept my son and his wife?

It is Wednesday, February the fifth 2020, and we are organizing a workshop on 
doing research on and from the perspective of the Western Balkans.19 As part of the 
three-day workshop, my colleagues and I screened the biopic Hotel Yugoslavia,20 a 
biographical documentary shot by Nicolas Wagnière in which he illuminates the 
SFRY by way of an amalgam of personal memories, interviews, and documentary 
records. “How much of the Yugoslav history is mine?”, asks Wagnière at some point 
during the biopic. Wagnière’s considerations about the vanished state provide the 
documentary with a personal touch that accompanies the audience during the film 
and illustrates the deep connection between the former Yugoslavia and Switzerland. 
To date, some 300,000 people from the Western Balkans live in Switzerland, which 
renders this group nearly the largest migrant group in Switzerland.21 Wagnière, 
son of a Swiss and a former Yugoslavian citizen, portrays a piece of Yugoslavian 
and Swiss contemporary social history.

A Q&A session followed the screening of the picture, and one of the questions 
was the one asked by the elderly Swiss gentleman. His enquiry illustrates the 
extent of the common history that connects Switzerland with SFRY. People from 
the Western Balkans did not simply migrate to Switzerland to work, or to flee the 
Wars of Yugoslav Succession. That is, people who migrated did not live isolated 
lives upon migrating to Switzerland. Instead, they worked with Swiss people in 
the hotel and service industry, as dentists, laborers on construction sites, and 
sometimes, as did the son of the above gentleman or Nicolas Wagnières’ parents, 
they intermarried. And yet, this Wahlverwandtschaft, as Thomas Bürgisser calls 
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it, is also fraught with tension – a fact, too, illustrated by the above question: “Is it 
possible for them to move there? Is it a good idea?” Moving to the Western Balkans, 
following the logic of the query, is questionable at worst and adventurous at best. 
Moving from Switzerland to the Western Balkans, in other words, defies logic seeing 
that people from the Western Balkans migrate to Switzerland, not the other way 
around. There is a hierarchization of place in this perception, one that also crops 
up in relation to people who migrated to Switzerland from the Western Balkans. 
As the elderly gentleman asked his question, people around him expressed their 
outrage and discontent, others left the premises in protest. The above perception 
of the Western Balkans, to be sure, is that of an individual. Yet, such perceptions 
become a matter of public debate as seen with the various referenda on citizenship 
in Switzerland.22

Concluding Remarks
The term integration itself is rather frowned upon. Individuals of the so-called 

second and subsequent generations often ask the question why such research 
is relevant, seeing that many of these individuals don’t perceive themselves 
as migrants. Examining the practices and experiences of and with integration 
from the perspective of those who experienced migration serves therefore as 
an invitation to rethink discursively created categories of migrants. One might 
reconsider the dominant labeling practices that brand individuals as migrants, 
even in the absence of any individual experience with migration, as second-, third-, 
etc.-migrants. A further incentive is the possibility to rethink the four dominant 
streams of research to include time and working conditions when considering the 
migration-integration-belonging nexus. Lastly, the socio-political construction of 
the foreigner during recurring election cycles, including subtle hierarchization of 
place practices, might serve as a mirror for the Swiss political and / or politicized 
culture to do with migration. Examining integration from the perspective of 
those who experienced it might therefore offer novel insights by which we might 
reconfigure the ‘integration’ paradigm.
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On the nationalism of the gastarbajteri
by Mišo Kapetanović

The article explores approaches to identities and politics of the (post)
Yugoslav labor migrants in the German-speaking countries. I am interested in 
stereotypical media portrayals of gastarbajteri (Gastarbeiter – Ger.pl. guest 
workers) as inherently nationalist and frequently chauvinist political groups. 
This relationship can be explained through the Yugoslav state’s politics towards 
gastarbajteri and labor migrants’ involvement with nationalist politics during 
and after the Yugoslav dissolution. The socialist state was heavily invested 
in the support, protection, and ideological control of labor migrants. During 
and after the Yugoslav dissolution, the successor states made a radical shift 
toward ethnically defined diaspora politics, through which they fund research 
concerning their citizens abroad. This trend projected ethnic politics onto 
labor migrants. The result of the shift is continuous reporting on post-Yugoslav 
guest workers, by both academics and media, as identity-based groups abroad 
fighting to preserve their heritage, and often hard-core nationalist politics. 
I challenge this portrayal by insisting on a substantial difference between 
formal and informal levels. The article identifies this blind spot by addressing 
the relationship between class and ethnicity of the labor migrants in the 
theoretical contributions of academics from receiving and sending societies. 
Can post- Yugoslav labor migration be understood through ethno-politics, or do 
informal social structures built during Yugoslavia remain relevant to an extent? 
The labor migrants may be identifying primary ethnically but have ways of 
interacting and relating to the other post-Yugoslavs that involve sophisticated 
strategies of inclusion/exclusion across the new ethnically defined borders.

Key words: stereotyping, labor migrants, diaspora, nationalism, Yugoslavia

In reports on the major sporting events involving matches between the national 
teams of the former Yugoslavia, international media love to emphasize patriotism 
and violence by the respective diaspora groups. From more conventional violence 
between football fans, such as the clash in Vienna’s neighborhood of Ottakring 
during the 2014 World Cup in football1 to more unexpected clashes of tennis 
fans in Australia2, reporters use the diaspora as a caricature and a metaphor. The 
violence among the diaspora signifies the alleged unfinished conflict between 
the successor states. Through this simplistic reporting, migrant groups, and their 
region of origin, remain stereotyped as irrational, primitive, with banal affection 
for the nation.

Nevertheless, regional media do not go further either. Media outlets from 
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former Yugoslavia accuse gastarbajteri, or Yugoslav labor migrants, of nationalism 
and blind loyalty to conservative politics, implicitly blocking the progress in the 
region. A poignant example was the reporting by popular Croatian television Nova 
TV after general elections in 2016. The election resulted in the Croatian Social-
Democratic Party (SDP) losing power to rival conservatives (Croatian Democratic 
Union - HDZ). The day after the election result, Nova TV journalist Barbara Golja 
looked for the answer for the electoral loss in the villages of Cista Provo and Loveć, 
where support for the HDZ among the strongest in the country.3 The villages and 
surrounding area of Imotska Krajina have a large migrant community in Frankfurt 
am Main and other German cities. The report featured interview pieces with the 
locals ranting irrationally against the social-democratic liberal and leftist politics. 
Many of the interviewed were not presented with a name. Those who were, such 
as the two men sitting in a local café, were identified with their first names only, 
Ivan and Jure. Instead of the last names, they undersigned “Njemačka” (Germany), 
alleging an explanation of their political choices. The report was later criticized 
for low standards of journalism, unethical conduct, and stereotyped presentation.4 
As with their international counterparts, local media portray the diaspora groups 
in a negative light, feeding the image of the region as a land of internal conflict. In 
the case of the local media, they also directly identify gastarbajteri as a source of 
instability and obstacles in conflict resolution. 

Those whom gastarbajteri refers to, the labor migrants and their descendants, 
rarely use the term. In the German language, its use has been largely abandoned 
due to the negative connotation related to xenophobia in host societies and the 
idea that the guest workers were temporary staff of the society, implying their 
departure after their work was over. As the integration politics of Germany, Austria, 
and Switzerland shifted towards broader integration, the term has become less 
acceptable. 

In the Bosnian/Croatian/Montenegrin/Serbian language(s) (BCMS) it is 
different. In a formal context, the term was replaced by a plethora of the new 
concepts: “our people abroad,” “diaspora,” and “minority,” reflecting the change in 
politics and understanding of the state. The following terms mark the move from 
class as a basic framework in understanding and constructing labor migration to 
ethnicity. The term is still broadly used in vernacular, informal language and is 
therefore present in social media and tabloids. Gastarbajter is a frequent motif for 
alternative music performers mocking the migrants’ conspicuous consumption 
and prominent national identity.5 It is a frequent theme of popular jokes or 
advertisements depicting labor migrants as big spenders with low culture. Even 
though the term originates from the German language, where it is avoided, in this 
text, I will use transliteration in BCMS due to the larger frequency of usage and 
changing cultural context.
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Socialist workers in the West
The formal history of Yugoslav labor migration dates to the 1960s, with bilateral 

agreements between Yugoslavia and Western European countries.6 The first 
agreements were signed with Austria, France, and Sweden (1965) to be followed 
by West Germany in 1968,7 the largest receiving society for Yugoslav migrants. 
These agreements ended small-scale illegal emigration from the end of World War 
Two, but they were to an extent, a continuation of the movement of the people 
within the empires, primarily the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 

Yugoslav migration to Western Europe was unique due to the involvement of 
the state in the life of communities. Even though this move was just a part of the 
broader flow of labor force from the European south to more developed north, 
Yugoslavia was the only socialist state among the ranks of Spain, Portugal, Italy, 
Greece, and Turkey, the most prominent sending states. Yugoslavia took an active 
role within the receiving societies, monitoring health and social security, and 
involving itself in the education of migrants’ children and the cultural life of the 
Yugoslav workers. 

The protection of citizens from abuse in the capitalist economy also provided a 
framework for the state to remain invested in protecting its citizens from potential 
ideological threats of Western consumerism, capitalism, and liberal democracy. 
Through migrant clubs, the state was able to keep “in line with the official Yugoslav 
ideological tenets”8. The hybrid relationship with host states involved support of 
the workers through clubs, supplementary education for the kids, health, pensions, 
social security, and advisory roles in housing. The result was a relatively stable 
state-sponsored infrastructure for the migrant communities.

The trauma of early departure portrayed in movies by Krsto Papić9 remains a 
focal point in the cultural memory of the highly mobile communities. Internally, 
the participation in labor agreements with Western European states was an 
embarrassment for Yugoslavia – evidence that it was unable to provide employment 
for all its citizens. Disillusioned workers abroad were potential prey to the existing 
networks of political émigrés as well as Croatian, Serbian, and other nationalists. 

Following their victory in World War Two, the communists were quick to 
neutralize the non-socialist political options. Defeated forces rapidly left the 
country. The emigres’ networks established from the end of the war until the 
arrival of the labor migrants in the mid-1960s combined royalists, nationalists, 
covert fascists and occupier collaborators, and some newly disappointed socialists. 

These networks were instrumental in organizing terrorist attacks against 
Yugoslavia. Such was the attack of the Bugojno group (Bugojnska skupina) in 1972, 
which took place on the territory of Yugoslavia but was organized in West Germany 
and Austria. The discovery of the terrorist network organizing and smuggling 
people and weapons through migrant networks of Germany and Austria caused 
a major diplomatic scandal. The state was additionally motivated to support the 
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workers with infrastructure as a means of monitoring communication between 
labor communities and these networks. The social and cultural life of the Yugoslav 
labor migrants abroad for the state was a point of fear and intense control.
 
Losing Yugoslavia while abroad

The web of clubs and the institutions supporting the migrant communities 
abroad collapsed parallel to the disintegration of the state. During the last few years 
of Yugoslavia, the migrant associations fragmented along ethnic lines. Increasingly 
disillusioned with Yugoslavism, Croats, Slovenes, and Macedonians and Bosnians 
later, abandoned the clubs and founded their own. The remaining Serbian and 
Montenegrin population monopolized the shrinking network of clubs continuing 
the politics of Yugoslav dissolution abroad. The function of the clubs changed too. 
An instrument of the state support and monitoring the citizens abroad, the clubs 
shifted towards the fragmented migrant groups worryingly looking for their new 
homelands in the sending region.

The image of gastarbajteri as politically nationalist is fixated robustly on 
political and military mobilizations of the diaspora groups in the wars of Yugoslav 
succession. Newly regrouped diaspora turned towards collecting humanitarian aid 
for their compatriots in war-torn Croatia, Bosnia, and Herzegovina and Kosovo, 
and supporting refugees throughout the region. War volunteers, mainly, though 
not exclusively young men from the diaspora, saw this as an opportunity to 
demonstrate their patriotism by conscripting in defending new homelands. The 
early years of war in Croatia (1991-1995) and Bosnia and Herzegovina (1992-
1995) featured images of gastarbajteri returning as war volunteers (dobrovoljci-
dragovoljci). 

Their presence was tainted by the return and involvement of criminals who 
abandoned Yugoslavia earlier and now saw an opportunity to redeem and 
demonstrate their patriotism. Such was the involvement of Željko Ražnjatović 
Arkan, the leader of the so-called Serb Volunteer Guard (aka “Arkanovi tigrovi”). 
Ražnjatović was a professional criminal and secret service informant before 
the wars. He left Yugoslavia in 1972 and was arrested at multiple points in the 
Netherlands, West Germany, and Switzerland. His involvement in the wars 
was followed by prominent pillaging operations and war crimes accusations. 
Diaspora based war volunteers turned criminals such as Ražnjatović exemplify the 
superficial connection of gastarbajteri and instability in the region. 

The prominent examples do not explain the communities at large as most 
members went on with their lives in the host societies participating in the wars 
of succession only indirectly. The groups were instrumental in organizing funds 
from abroad, mostly humanitarian, and providing an initial support network for 
the refugees arriving in Western Europe. As the number of refugees increased 
throughout the war, so did the dynamics of intra-Yugoslav relationships. As a rule, 
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the refugees were more educated, learned local languages more quickly, and had 
more substantial social mobility than the gastarbajteri. Due to different integration 
policies between individual western European countries, most of the refugees 
settled in Germany returned to the region or migrated further. Those settled in 
Switzerland, Austria, or Scandinavian countries remained. Faster social mobility of 
the refugees created conflicting class dynamics between the two groups. 

In newly redefined migrant communities of the 1990s, it was easier to be a 
Serbian or Croatian nationalist than to be a gastarbajteri. The succession wars 
ceased labor migration. Those individuals that created their lives in receiving 
societies started understanding that the alleged return to the sending communities 
would not happen. “Guests” transformed into minorities. 

Gastarbajteri had been a Yugoslav transnational working-class, sent from a 
purportedly classless society to be employed as manual laborers in capitalist 
economies. Upon arrival, they were positioned with or below the existing working 
classes of the receiving societies. The situation of perceived in-betweenness 
meant an inability to make a permanent home in the sending or receiving society. 
It also meant decreased social mobility, despite increasing economic capital and 
conspicuous consumption. This marginality was particularly hard to articulate in 
Yugoslav and post-Yugoslav societies. 

The emphasis of gastarbajteri nationalist sentiments is closely related to the 
other class-based myths that operate in post-Yugoslav societies. These myths 
revolve around the idea that working-class people are more susceptible to 
nationalism or other forms of populist engagement due to lower education levels. 
Their (alleged) political vulnerability is in contrast to the cosmopolitan openness 
of the elites. It is a new nationalist elite and emerging post-socialist middle class 
who benefit from nationalist mobilizations and who allow themselves to transgress 
the ethnonational boundaries when they see it to be convenient. It is due to these 
dynamics that the example mentioned above, football and other diaspora violence, 
needs to be taken with reservation.
 
Time to end the stereotype

The post-Yugoslav migrant groups today operate in a plurality of life choices 
and politics. In addition to those individuals that successfully regrouped along 
ethnic lines in the late 1980s and the early 1990s and maintain tight connections 
with sending communities, there are prominent examples of those who opted 
for more integration. Individuals and whole families abandoned the Yugoslav/
ethnic framework for more reliable integration, hoped to blend in better with 
the mainstream of the receiving society. Some individuals successfully function 
in-between. Therefore, it is hard to make any more profound generalizations on 
groupings or even analytical categories describing those related to the region of 
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former Yugoslavia who live abroad. The problem with following and understanding 
this plurality is that the current state defined frameworks foresee only the politics 
of sending or receiving, without more flexibility.

The redistribution of the post-Yugoslav migrants goes beyond the debate 
on “nationalism versus openness”. Complex relationships of labor migrants’ 
belonging and reductive attitudes from the sending region are still related to class 
and unresolved relationships towards it in the post-socialist context. It is due to 
this relationship that gastarbajteri are automatically recognized as nationalists, 
without being asked how they feel or think. The underlying logic of such views is 
that the working-class population is more prone to support conservative politics. 

Diaspora communities keep proving differently. Somewhat a working-class 
heroine, Austrian-Bosnian-Serbian singer Minela Stojaković became an infamous 
example of this relationship for her debut single Ti propadaš (“You are falling 
apart”, 2006). The song was widely ridiculed for its simplistic lyrics and unusual 
combination of neofolk musical style associated with rural demographics and 
somewhat urban topics of drug usage and short-lived romantic relationships. 
Those who ridiculed Stojaković saw themselves as urban progressives and her as a 
typical gastarbajter, with poor taste and embarrassingly backward. 

Stojaković’s politics was much more progressive than the region. At the time 
of the song, she worked in migrant clubs and bars in Wels, Austria, travelled all 
around former Yugoslavia and maneuvered between the Austrian and diaspora 
spaces with ease. An important feature of early Facebook, her religious status, 
stated, “Orthodox Christian featuring Muslim.” Stojaković demonstrated new 
possibilities of post-Yugoslav sociability abroad that transcend ethnicity, class, or 
integration.

Changing conditions of the migrations render weaker ethnic identification and 
its meanings in either conceptualization of belonging or practices of socialization. 
With Slovenia and Croatia joining the European Union and Germany being expected 
to further open its labor market to the citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia, 
the current volume of migration is approaching those of the early gastarbajteri. 
Nevertheless, the experience of labor migrants today differs from the trailblazers 
of the 1960s, due to structural conditions and changing class dynamics. 

Regional enthusiasm for newly formed nation-states in the 1990s was replaced 
by the disappointment with post-socialist transition and unfulfilled expectations 
from the EU accession process. This disappointment fuels new waves of migration 
from the region. This migration is not founded on an idea of return, as it was a 
case with gastarbajeri or refugees. It is mostly seen as permanent re-settlement. 
The integration politics of the European states changed, allowing space between 
assimilation, integration, and identity perseverance through a complicating 
understanding of the integration process. 

Despite the current crisis in movement, labor, and migration regimes caused 
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by the Covid-19 pandemic, the regimes of communication and transport are 
radically transforming migrants’ geographies. Cultural distances change as the 
individual users both in sending and receiving societies consume media products 
in fragmented, transnational arrangements supported with a never ceasing social 
media and messaging presence. Users choose what to consume independently 
of media editors, and they can share it with their friends and family regardless 
of physical distance. Wherever they go, today’s migrants never really leave. They 
explore daily shifts in their identities as they navigate between different private 
and public spaces.  

In fragmented transnational mediascape and communication channels, the 
proximity of languages becomes a more critical dimension than identity politics. 
Social media networks popular among migrant communities are rich with 
examples of the same posts, advertisements, and services shared in ethnically 
defined and all-Yugoslav groups. An interesting example is a business portal in 
Switzerland, www.pecenje.ch, which gathers information on the popular regional 
delicacy – spit roast meat. Loved across the Balkan Peninsula, it is somewhat 
challenging to prepare since the recipe involves roasting the entire animal. In the 
Swiss case, the portal www.pecenje.ch provides quick information about nearby 
businesses that offer the service across the Swiss Federation, and it involves 
ethnic Serbians, Bosniaks, Hungarians, and Croats. The information on the website 
is delivered in a mix of BCMS standards. The example cannot be generalized for 
anything more than that some individuals love this delicacy, but it is indicative 
of dynamics in the post-Yugoslav ethnic relations which remain obscured by the 
perpetuation of gastarbajteri nationalism by those who write about them. 

The post-Yugoslav connections abroad transcend consumer goods from the 
region present in specialized shops. In everyday lives, individuals from the former 
Yugoslavia heterogeneously choose between participating in the host society, their 
ethnically defined groups, post-Yugoslav groups, or broader migrant networks. The 
more migrant communities feel integrated but free from pressure to assimilate, the 
easier it is to explore their positions on of in-betweenness. Today there are too 
many nationalisms in play for gastarbajteri to be labeled as nationalists. 
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQWPnla6kH0.
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